2021/2022 Primary 21 Curriculum map
Reception
Autumn 1

Autumn 2

Spring 1

Spring 2

Summer 1

Summer 2

Project question

I wonder what are the
values of our School 21
community?

I wonder how our
community
celebrates?

I wonder how travelling
has changed?

I wonder who helps us
to grow up?

I wonder what’s in
the egg?

Personal, Social
and Emotional
Development

Making friends; settling
into new routines;
introducing the values
with a focus on Huda
Humanity; zones of
regulation, managing
own toileting and
eating needs.

Building confidence
to speak in front of
the class about own
experiences and
lives,
Continuing to build
friendships and
confidence,

Staying safe on a local
trip, building
independence and
awareness of how to
look after themselves.
Learning how to solve
problems.

Knowing how to keep
themselves healthy
through good habits
and oral hygiene.
Trying new foods and
being open to new
experiences.

Increasing
independence to
select resources and
activities, building
resilience and
tolerance for waiting.
Negotiation skills and
compromise.

I wonder…..TBC
(project will be led
by children’s
interests)
Possible examples:
Pirates, Under the
Sea, Dinosaurs,
Space Adventure

Phonics

Sound of the day
introduced;
‘Phase 1’ listening
games; mark-making;
Shared reading songs and rhymes

RWI phonics groups
introduced - set 1
sounds and
blending CVC words.
Labelling with initial
sounds, oral
blending

Continuation of RWI
phonics - set 1 sounds,
blending and
segmenting.
Writing CVC words for
labels, oral blending, red
words - read and write.

Continuation of RWI
phonics - starting set
2 sounds, blending
and segmenting.
Beginning to read and
write simple
sentences.

Continuation of RWI phonics - set 2
sounds, blending and segmenting. Reading
and writing simple sentences
independently for different purposes and
within play.

Literacy and Oracy

The adventures of
Huda Humanity
Speaking skills - full
sentences, explorative
talk within play

Oral stories: The
Ramayana, The
Nativity, sharing
own experiences
about special events
and their families.

Non-fiction books about
different types of
transport; sharing own
experiences, using past
tense within speech

Use of oracy within
role play to act out
different experiences,
talking to new people
to ask questions and
find out more

Non-fiction books
about animals and
their life cycles.
Using specific and
scientific language
within speech to

Fiction and story
writing - the
features of a
narrative.
Adjectives and
descriptive writing.

information.

explain own
knowledge.

Maths

Repeating patterns of
colour and shape; early
number (1-6)
recognition and
counting skills

Addition and
subtraction within 6.
Introduction to
measure,
2D and 3D shape
sorting

Time and calendar days of the week,
months of the year, daily
routines.
Numbers within 10, one
more and one fewer.
Number bonds, addition
and subtraction.

Grouping, sharing,
doubling, and halving.
Numbers within 15.
Shape and pattern.

Addition and
subtraction facts
(number bonds,
doubles, halves)
Number patterns
within 20

Money,
Developing
understanding of
measure, Numbers
beyond 20

Understanding the
World

Seasonal changes;
Similarities and
differences between
us and different
people,
Talking about our
environment and
noticing animals and
plants.

Different
celebrations:
Christmas, Diwali,
Hannukah, Bonfire
Night, Halloween
Our local area and
community

Past and present - how
transport has changed;
The Wright brothers,
Stratford in the past,
exploring maps.
Changing states of
matter.

People in our
community who help
us; how to be healthy
including oral health;
how have we changed
since we were babies

Life cycles of
different creatures,
looking closely at the
natural world,
classifying and
grouping types of
animals.
Observational
drawings.

(Dependent on what
the project is about)

Expressive Arts
and Design

Beginning drawing skills - self-portraits
Building a repertoire of songs and nursery
rhymes
Different art techniques and styles - learning
to use different media and materials
Listening and responding to music from
different countries and cultures.

Explore movement and dance in different ways.
Model building and construction skills evaluating and redrafting.
Developing drawing skills with attention to detail.
Developing storylines and roles within pretend
play.

Making up stories together with teachers
and peers,
Developing use of different techniques
and materials for own purposes.

Year 1
Autumn 1

Autumn 2

Spring 1

Spring 2

Summer 1

Summer 2

Reading

PM Green
Fiction
Non-fiction
Poem

PM Orange
Fiction
Non-fiction
Poem

PM Turquoise
Fiction
Non-fiction
Poem

PM Turquoise
Fiction
Non-fiction
Poem

PM Purple
Fiction
Non-fiction
Poem

The Diary of a
Killer-Cat
Anne Fine

Writing

The High Street
Alice Melvin

A Walk in London
Salvatore Rubbino

The Great Fire of
London
Emma Adams
Samuel Pepys

Hodgeheg
Dick-King Smith

A Seed is Sleepy
Dianna Aston

Pumpkin Soup
Helen Cooper

Maths

-Number to 10
-Addition and
Subtraction

-Shapes and
patterns
-Number to 20
-Addition and
subtraction within
20

-Time
-Exploring calculation
strategies
-Numbers to 50

-Addition and
subtraction
(comparison)
-Fractions
-Measure and length

-Number 50 to
100 and beyond
-Addition and
subtraction
(applying
strategies)
-Money

-Multiplication and
division
-Measures,
capacity and
volume

Science

Materials and their properties
Dinosaurs, rocks, and fossils

Human health and our senses
Seasonal changes

Our active planet
Introduction to forces and movement

Project

How can we live
our values?

What stories do we
find when we walk
down the street?
(Geography - Local
area)

History - The Great Fire
of London

Computing - Coding
with Beebots

Science - Plants

Cooking - Where
does food come
from?

RE

What does it

How do Christians

How do Sikh people

How do Hindu people

How do Muslim

Recap and

mean to belong?

Art & Design

celebrate
Christmas?

HEAD:
The Big Draw Festival

belong to their
community?

belong to their
community?

people belong to
their community?

consolidation of
the idea of
‘Belonging’ within
different cultures.

HEAD:
Artist Study - Kandinsky.

HAND:
3D Nature Sculpture. (Science link)

Children will be immersed in using music, roleplay,
storytelling to create art. They will explore their use
of shape and colour.

Children will learn all about the artist
Yayoi Kusama, who used vegetables and
flowers as inspiration in her dotty
creations. They will create their own 3D
sculptures.

Focus: Introduction to the Formal
Elements of Art and Design (Line, Colour,
Pattern, Texture, Shape and Tone)
HEART:
Black History Month, Artist Focus:
Lubaina Himid
HAND:
Seasonal Trees workshop series.
(Geography Link)
Children will learn different techniques
each week:
- Printing
- Collage
- Wax Resist Painting
- Pastels

HEAD:
Fire! Fire! Fire!
(History link)

Children will learn how to use different materials to
recreate a scene from The Great Fire of London.

HEART:
Identity Project
Self Portraits
Children will explore their own
personalities and learn how to express
themselves through art while also
learning technical portrait drawing.

Year 2
Autumn 1

Autumn 2

Spring 1

Spring 2

Summer 1

Summer 2

Reading

How Anansi Got
His Stories
(non-fiction)
Finn McCool
(fiction)
A Royal Rap
(poem)

Dinosaur Safari
(non-fiction)
East of the Sun,
West of the Moon
(fiction)
Life Doesn’t
Frighten Me (poem)

Antarctica Land of the
Penguins (non-fiction)
Mulan (fiction)
My Shadow (poem)

Fossils (non-fiction)
Beach Detectives
(fiction)
Chocolate (poem)

The Owl Who is
Afraid of the Dark
Jill Tomlinson

Esio Trot
Roald Dahl

Writing

The Storm
Whale
Benji Davis

The Whales’ Song
Dyan Shledon

Where the Wild
Things Are
Maurice Sendak

How did that get
in my Lunchbox?
Chris Butterworth

I Was a Rat!
Phillip Pullman

The Snail and
the Whale
Julia Donaldson
Maths

Science

-Numbers within
100
-Addition and
subtraction (2
digit numbers)
-Addition and
subtraction
problems

Lailah’s Lunchbox
Reem Farqui

-Measures: Length
-Graphs
-Multiplication and
division: 2, 5 and 10

Materials and their properties
Dinosaurs, rocks, and fossils

-Time
-Fractions
-Addition and
subtraction of 2-digit
numbers (regrouping
and adjusting)

-Money
-Faces, shapes and
patterns; lines and turns

Human health and our senses
Seasonal changes

-Numbers within
1000
-Measures:
Capacity and
volume
-Measures: Mass

-Securing
multiplication and
division
-Exploring
calculation
strategies and
place value

Our active planet
Introduction to forces and movement

Project

How can we live
our values?

Geography - Coasts

History - Victorians

History - Victorians

Science - Animals
and Habitats

Computing and
Cooking

RE

What does it
mean to belong?

How do Christians
celebrate
Christmas?

How do Sikh people
belong to their
community?

How do Hindu people
belong to their
community?

How do Muslim
people belong to
their community?

Why are different
books special for
different people?

Art & Design

HEAD:
The Big Draw Festival

HEAD:
Artist Study Frida Kahlo

HEAD:
Where the Wild Things Art!

Focus: Introduction to the Formal
Elements of Art and Design (Line, Colour,
Pattern, Texture, Shape and Tone)
HEART:
Black History Month Artist Focus: Faith
Ringgold

Printing Project
Children will learn about adaptations
and texture in living things and nature..

HAND:
Under the Sea (Geography Link):
Children will learn all about the life of Frida Kahlo
and create their own self portraits inspired by her.
We will begin to explore the theme of symbolism in
art.
Children will use the ocean as a stimulus
for this project. They will explore
creating 2D and 3D art in response to
their Geography PBL learning.

HAND:
Victorians
(History Link)

● Monoprinting
● Block Printing
● Sponge Printing
● Vegetable Printing
HEART:
Identity Project
Self Portraits
Children will explore their own
personalities and learn how to express
themselves through art while also
learning technical portrait drawing.

Children will use sculpture and 3D design to create a
Victorian Toy.

Year 3
Autumn 1

Autumn 2

Spring 1

Spring 2

Summer 1

Summer 2

Reading

Iron Man
Ted Hughes

Ice Palace
Robert Swindells

How to Train your
Dragon
Cressida Cowell

Charlotte's Web
E.B. White

A Series of
Unfortunate
Events
Lemony Snicket

The Butterfly Lion
Michael Morpurgo

Writing

Journey to
Jo’burg
South Africa
Beverly Naidoo

Journey to Jo’burg
South Africa
Beverly Naidoo

The First Drawing
Mordicai Gerstein

Stone Age Boy
Satoshi Kitamura

A Series of
Unfortunate
Events
Lemony Snicket

Politics for
beginners
Louis Stoewell

Maths

-Number sense
and exploring
calculation

-Addition and
subtraction
-Length and

-Time
-Fractions
-Addition and

-Money
-Faces, shapes and
patterns; lines and turns

-Numbers within
1000
-Measures:

-Securing
multiplication and
division

strategies
-Place value
-Graphs
Science

perimeter

Materials science: states of matter
Electricity

subtraction of 2-digit
numbers (regrouping
and adjusting)

Capacity and
volume
-Measure: Mass

Human health and digestion
Living things and their habitats

-Exploring
calculation
strategies and
place value

Rocks, Earth, and space
Plants

Project

How can we live
our values?

Geography - South
Africa

History - The Stone Age

History - The Stone Age

Science - Forces,
;levers and pulleys

Politics
(parliament,
voting) and
Computing

RE

What does it
mean to belong?

How do Christians
celebrate
Christmas?

How do Muslim people
belong to their
community?

How do Sikh people
belong to their
community?

Why are different
books special for
different people?
(The Bible and The
Qu’ran)

Where does the
world come from
and how should
we look after it?

Art & Design

HEAD:
The Big Draw Festival

HAND:
It’s a Bug’s LIfe

HEAD:
Artist Study:
Andy Warhol

Focus: Introduction to the Formal
Elements of Art and Design (Line, Colour,
Pattern, Texture, Shape and Tone)
HEART:
Black History Month Artist Focus: Temi
Coker
HAND:
South African Landscapes
(Geography Link)

Children will learn figurative drawing and explore
different ink and wash techniques to create insect
paintings.

Children will create pop art in the style
of Andy Warhol using everyday objects
and portraits.

HAND:
Romans
Stone Age (History Link)

HEART:
Identity Project
Self Portraits
Children will explore their own
personalities and learn how to express
themselves through art while also
learning technical portrait drawing.

Children will use a variety of materials to
create African horizons, including
animals and traditional African patterns.

Children will create illustrations and mosaics in the
style of Roman art.

Year 4
Autumn 1

Autumn 2

Spring 1

Spring 2

Summer 1

Summer 2

Reading

The Boy at the
Back of the Class
Onjali Q. Raúf

Journey to the River
Sea
Eva Ibbotson

Beowulf
Michael Morpurgo

Coraline
Neil Gaiman

Kensuke’s
Kingdom
Michael Morpurgo

Robot Girl
Malorie Blackman

Writing

The Boy at the
Back of the Class
Onjali Q. Raúf

Journey to the River
Sea
Eva Ibbotson

The Firework
Maker’s Daughter
Phillip Pullman

Varmints
Helen Ward

Maths

-Reasoning with
4 digit numbers

-Multiplication and
division

-Solving measure
and money

-Position and
direction

Beowulf
Michael Morpurgo

-Securing multiplication
facts

-Decimals
-Area and perimeter

-Addition and
subtraction

Science

-Interpreting and
presenting data

Materials science: states of matter
Electricity

-Fractions
-Time

problems
-Shape and
Symmetry

Human health and digestion
Living things and their habitats

-Reasoning with
patterns and
sequences
-3D shapes

Rocks, Earth, and space
Plants

Project

How can we live
our values?

Geography - rivers,
biomes

Computing - Coding

History - The
Anglo-Saxons

Science Electricity

Spark Speeches

RE

What does it
mean to belong?

How do Christians
celebrate
Christmas?

How do Hindu people
belong to their
community?

How do Muslim people
belong to their
community?

Why are different
books special for
different people?
(The Bible and The
Qu’ran)

Where does the
world come from
and how should
we look after it?

Art & Design

HEAD:
The Big Draw Festival

HAND:
Natural History Illustrations.

HEAD:
Artist Study:
Gaudi

Focus: Introduction to the Formal
Elements of Art and Design (Line, Colour,
Pattern, Texture, Shape and Tone)
HEART:
Black History Month Focus: Jean
Michele Basquiat
HAND:
Then and Now River Maps
Children will learn how to sketch,
watercolour and illustrate different

Children will explore texture and line by creating
hybrid animal drawings.

Children will learn to combine colour
and shape to create landscapes inspired
by Gaudi.
HEART:

elements of a traditional map to show
how the landscape of a river can change
over time.

Hope Project Self Portraits:
Children will finish their acrylic paintings
on plates from the previous year.

HEAD:
Myths and Legends!
Anglo Saxons
Stop Frame Animation (History Link)

Children will use software to create stop frame
animations about Anglo Saxon mythology.

Identity Project
Self Portraits
Children will explore their own
personalities and learn how to express
themselves through art while also
learning technical portrait drawing.

